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tariff walls and other dilemmas have eve**-a tile
tuated to our great advantage by compellmg at
tention to superior lines of effort which our 
individual enterprise was insufficient to persuade

Another case happened in a factory near Ayl- 
The maker was in trouble ; his cheese wereEDITORIAL mer.

not right, being affected with the yeast flavor. The 
whey tanks were examined, and found in bad con- 

instructions were given to put in steam
The maker

own

HOW DAIRY INSTRUCTORS EARN THEIR 
SALARIES. us to take up. ,

Our correspondent endorses the wisdom of de
attention to dairying and pig-

dition.
connection and pasteurize the whey.
was instructed how to handle the curds. Within voting increased 
three days the trouble had disappeared, and has rearing, but ^q^^e TuTthe bS

A factory near St. Thomas had been troubled Canadian practice, in districts where dalry*”S ** 
with the bitter flavor on and off for fourteen the specialty, and where a special-purpose breeO or 

In this case the whey tanks had always coxvs is

The system of dairy instruction maintained by 
the Province of Ontario costs between thirty-five

In 190,7 theand forty thousand dollars a year, 
figures were $36,478.10.
are employed, twenty-three in the Eastern 
eight in the Western part of the Province, the dis
parity in numbers being partly due to the largenum-
ber of small factories that abound in the Eastern beeû kep^ ciean, but, of course, the germ life and 
extremity. These two staffs are directed, each by yeasts in the tank had never been completely de- 
a Chief Instructor, namely, G. G. Publow, at str0yed, and the tank was, consequently, a means
Kingston, and Frank Herns, at London, Ont. nf disseminating the yeast among all the patrons, bacon nogs.

The immense value of the services rendered by L^t year pasteurization of whey was adopted perhaps, for the local markets, arid, to a
this capable, devoted and hard-working body of within seven days the trouble disappeared, and extent, for export, the Irish farmer had be r

is too scantily appreciated. While, happily, the factory has been rid of it since. leave to other countries.
Cases similar to the foregoing could be cited

Thirty-one instructors
and

lL i
kept, calls for the vealing of the calves, 

veal prices do not warrant, knocking them 
What Ireland clearly

ese years.
or, if
on the head when born,, 
needs is more special-purpose dairy cows and more 

Beef-raising, we should say. except,
smallI

men
they are no longer regarded by factory patrons as 
spies or enemies, very few patrons, and not all from every instruction group in Western Ontario, 
the makers, realize what vast practical uplift Pasteurization of whey has proven a wonderfully

This is part- effective means of controlling these bitter and
Of course, pas-

WHAT WILL KEEP BOYS 0* THE FARM.
Again and again the plaintive quest is heard. 

«• what will keep the boys on the farm ?" ”U1
money-making do it ? No, for the exceptionally 
clever boy can generally make more money in the 

certain number of opportunities are
Will the

they have given the dairy industry.
ly because the general public arc not well in- other flavors caused by yeasts.
formed as to the nature and extent of the work teurfzation is no excuse for carelessness in the 
they do, and partly because a negative benefit is gashing of milk cans, nor for carelessness in mak- 

convincing or so impressive as a positive jng 0r inattention to the tanks, as regards keep- 
one. The trouble and loss from which the indus- jng them clean, but it is an excellent supplemen- -ntro(juction
try has been saved by the timely assistance of the tary means of improving conditions for both mak- ^ country keep the boys there ? 
dairy instructor are almost incalculable. Then again er and patrons, and in advocating this one l ea ^ maj, deMvery, Improved roads, multi-

alone the dairy instructors have been of great ^ Pi«ctrlc lines, modern-fitted country
*» «”» «-”*> hc^!. more lihoml —i.

g newspapers, and the various other fruits of mod-
civilization keep the boys on the farm T No.

will, the city will still 
ahead in all such privileges 

Will the multiplication

f city, where a
found to realize on the labor of others.

of urban facilities and privileges into 
Will rural tele

net soi

r

the results of dairy instruction in gradually improv
ing factory methods, in bringing about, by sugges
tion and otherwise, improvement in factory build- ways they have rendered equal or 
ings and equipment, and in raising the standard The dairy instructors of this Province are not 

of quality and uniformity, and, consequently, the overpaid, 
prices of butter and cheese, are not realized by the 
general run of patrons, who, if they think of these
things at all, complacently attribute all the credit Ireland’s interest in the British cattle embargo of rural 
to themselves, or, more rarely, to the maker, or, ^ ^ forth this week by our Irish correspondent, farm ? No, for

the assumed absence of any particular , j, .. • lucid closely-reasoned argu- wards. Much may
bet—,. condit.ons. that protection ol the retonn.tlon end bnlnnclh, op of one

they are, and as they ^ ^ herdg Qf the United Kingdom is the systems, so
main consideration that weighs with the British which it now inclines so 

Government in its maintenance of the embargo, he to city, 
naturally devotes most space to discussing the Will enlarged
more purely local or Irish phase of the situation, other serv^keep the boy ^ ^
and in advancing the belief that removal of the No, for ini this ^ wilh ,arge business

Genadian feeding cattle would jeopar- touch, as he must always ,
the Irish store-cattle trade with interests, will naturally have an con in e

it England and Scotland, his argument under this an »dv»ntp^n do to keep the boys on
head naturally resolves itself into a discussion o *haL then.^must «do ^

the advantages and d.sadvantages to re an jnterest the farm and in the distinctly rural
such a trade. ,__ . _« rmlntrv life. The science of agri-

Without pretending that the store-cattle usi a ' , natural processes and mysteries of
represents a highly-ordered system of agn- culture the naturaljmc. ^ fasdM.

culture, our correspondent explains that e ° ' j’ co-operating with nature for the produo-
gencies of the local situation have led ie f inCreasingly larger and better products of
farmer to resort to it. Climatic vicissitudes en must ^ the keynote of any gospel
to restrict the area devoted to gram, and to that (q lmpre98 the rising generation with
extent lessen the facilities for fat tmng advantages of farm as compared with city
stock. Impecuniosity and shiftlessness, resu ing ^ occupation. With this should go a culti-
from a blood sucking, disheartening 8ystc"1 ^tion of ^appreciation of the beauties of the
land-tenure, and a generally depressed conditio and sweep of its landscape, the
of «be agricultural class, have tended to prevent ^^ ^^esh crisp air. "he sympathetic inter-

thC f,CVe,OPment of IJhusirid the est in the gradua, unfolding of planLantoal^^

little ready bacterial life; the leisure, the sanity, the sw«w 
In short, goodness and wholesomeness of the cou"t|T “to- 

contrasted with the sordidness and inherent 
of aims centered merely on material

em

i for. improve these as you 
keep several notches 
and creature comforts.

educational facilities keep the boys on the 
their tendency has ever been clty- 

be accomplished, though, by a 
educational

3

THE IRISH STORE - CATTLE TRADE.
ifl

r
perhaps, to 
difficulties, 
markets and prices, 
would be but for the dairy instructors’ suggestion, 
counsel, object-lesson and practical advice, seldom

The
the prejudice with 

many pupils from farm
as to overcomeas

:

opportunity for political and 
the farm Tor never comes home to us.

occurs in whichNow and then, however, a case 
everyone can perceive the tangible assistance of the 
dairy instructor in helping maker and patrons out 
of a difficulty. This summer, at a factory in t e 
Ingersoll district, a serious case of bitter flavor 
developed in the cheese It was so bad that 
seemed almost impossible to make cheese at all. 
On July 24th Chief Instructor Herns visited t e

The whey tank

/
\embargo on

dize and restrict

factory and noted the conditions.
situated about ten rods from the factory

conducted through a
was ness
(from which the whey was 
pine), making it very
sible, to heat the whey. The maker was 
that if he would move his tank up, pasteur,zethe 

co-operation of his patrons, 
do its best to help him 

sent to see

inconvenient, if not impos- 
told

whey, and enlist the 
the instructon staff would

Accordingly, an instructor was
The tank was at once mo'ed 

thorough scalding;

out.
the matter through, 
up to the factory and given a 
,V.m connections «ere put in. and net <

temperature of
of the peasant has been glad to realize a 

his yearlings and stockers.
Irish farmer has dropped into

innovation which hollowness

y
whev was pasteurized to a 

During the day when the tank was 
made curd tests

grees.
removed, the instructor — 0f

each of the 62 patrons, a-s a result of 
found free from the yeast

money on as
read it, themilk from as we

threw™ bin continunnce in thi, ,mth J nntm- modern convenience, in the

„ -rce -7 1 tb.f „7 ln*r economic condition, under which th.
on, „! it. beaten path,. I.rme,-, toil .ill h. mon, «'"“'’ “' 'J

ri.,... he,, ,0^ ^ r:.:::.^ro,8run",h‘'rcr^
pjunn""’ Sn.diàn’î.^i.'nnm.TL that ho,- with cite l„c. but we meet not *P-« » the»

which only ten were wereThe patrons 
ilained to them.

the bitter flavor.which causes
all visited, and the situation CM 
They heartily co-operated with the ms hr o

Twenty new cans were purchased __
particular pains taken by

In all, 98 curd a

I
every way.

andreplace rusty ones.
to scald their cans.

the instructor.
the patrons 
tests were made by

bitter flavor disappeared.
curd, but since

In five days
On the eighth day 

then there hasthe
it reappeared in one 
been no further troubh
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